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The Volkswagen Passat is a series of large family cars manufactured and marketed by the
German automobile manufacturer Volkswagen since , and now in its eighth generation. The
successive generations of the Passat carry the Volkswagen internal designations B1, B2, etc. In
, the Passat NMS program was split into two as the North American one continued being
produced on an older platform while the Chinese Passat moved on to the MQB platform,
meaning that Volkswagen currently markets three models of the Passat globally. The first
generation Passat launched in in two- and four-door sedan and three- and five-door versions.
Externally all four shared styling by Giorgetto Giugiaro. The first generation Passat was a
fastback variant of the mechanically identical Audi 80 sedan, introduced a year earlier. A
five-door station wagon was introduced in , which in North American markets was sold as an
Audi Fox. In Europe, the Passat was equipped with two rectangular, two round 7-inch, or four
round 5. The Passat was one of the most modern European family cars at the time, and was
intended as a replacement for the ageing Volkswagen Type 3 and Type 4. The only other
European cars of its size to feature front-wheel drive and a hatchback were the Renault 16 and
Austin Maxi. The Passat originally featured the four-cylinder OHC 1. The SOHC 1. The range
received a facelift in launched outside Europe with revised interior and revised exterior with
repositioned indicators and depending on model, either four round or two rectangular
headlights. In North America, the car was marketed as the Volkswagen Dasher. The three-door
hatchback, four-door sedan, and a station wagon model launched in North America for and
during the model year. Sole available engine was a carburetted 1. North American cars were
equipped with single DOT standard headlights. In , the Dasher received a facelift along the lines
of the European Passat, with quad sealed beam headlights and big polyurethane covered
bumpers. The trim was also upgraded and the ride softened. All gasoline engines were dropped
for North America in , in preparation for the next generation. In Brazil, the Passat B1 was
produced from June until Since the Audi 80 was not marketed in Brazil, the Passat received the
Audi's different front-end treatment after a facelift for Originally with a 1. A sports version,
named Passat TS 1. The second generation Passat launched in The platform, named B2 , was
once again based on the corresponding version of the Audi 80, which had been launched in The
B2 Passat was slightly longer. The four-wheel drive Syncro wagon version was introduced in
October , initially only with the more powerful five-cylinder engine. In Mexico, it was marketed
from to as VW Corsar and Corsar Variant the 4-door saloon and 5-door wagon, respectively. In
Argentina, from to as the VW Carat. In Brazil, the wagon model was badged VW Quantum. The
Passat saloon and estate were produced in South Africa for the local market until Like the
previous generation, the B2 Passat was mainly sold with four-cylinder petrol and diesel
engines. Unlike its predecessor, however, top-of the line versions received five-cylinder Audi or
VW engines of 1. This, also called the "Formel E" had a particularly high top gear, which
combined with a freewheeling mechanism, provided better gas mileage. The Syncro's bottom
plate was almost entirely different, requiring a transmission tunnel, a relocated gas tank and no
spare tire well to make room for the complex rear axle assembly. Only the more popular estate
was reengineered. Syncro was also available in the North American market, only with the
five-cylinder engine. In , the range received a slight facelift, consisting of new, larger bumpers,
interior retouches, a new front grille and new taillights on the hatchback versions. The
three-door hatchback was discontinued, while the Santana nameplate was dropped in Europe.
The saloon's front end was now the same as the hatchback and estate. The North American
version, still known as the Quantum, gained European-style composite headlamps. On 31 March
, production ended although Syncro models continued in production until June with 3,, built in
Germany. World production totaled approximately 4. The lack of a grille made the car's front
end styling reminiscent of older, rear-engined Volkswagens, such as the , and also doubled as a
modern styling trend. The styling was developed from the aerodynamic cd 0. At the time, it was
the first transverse engine layout Passat to be built on a Volkswagen-designed platform, rather
than sharing one with an Audi saloon. The car, although designated B3 in Volkswagen's
platform nomenclature, was based largely on the A platform as used for the smaller Golf model,
but was stretched in all directions, and therefore had no connection with the B3 series Audi 80,
launched two years earlier. Many components are shared directly between these vehicles. This
generation of Passat was sold as a four-door saloon or a five-door estate, with the Passat not
being sold as a hatchback from this point onwards. It was marketed under the Passat name in
all markets; in North America, this was a first. The fuel-injected petrol engines gave better
performance and refinement than the carburettor units previously used. They were mounted
transversely , and the floorpan was engineered to accept Volkswagen's ' Syncro ' four-wheel
drive system. Engine options were the 2. Volkswagen's new 2. The 1. The B3 Passat was heavily
facelifted in , and despite being designated B4, it was not an all-new model. The facelift revised
external body panels except for the roof and glasshouse, with most obvious exterior change

seeing the reintroduction of a grille to match the style of the other same-generation Volkswagen
models of the era, such as the Mk3 Golf and Jetta. The interior was mildly updated and included
safety equipment, such as dual front airbags and seat belt pretensioners, although the basic
dashboard design remained unchanged. The grille was introduced to give the front end a more
aggressive appearance, as the previous model looked too 'passive'. Combined with a 98 litres
The Passat introduced a new design language, [ citation needed ] first seen on the Concept 1
concept car, for the latest generation of Volkswagens, such as the Mk4 Golf , Bora and Polo
Mk4. Aerodynamic work gave the B5 Passat a coefficient of drag of 0. The car featured a fully
independent four-link front suspension ; and a semi-independent torsion beam for
front-wheel-drive models or a fully independent suspension on the 4motion 4WD models. Four
transmission options were available: a 5-speed manual transmission, a 6-speed manual
transmission codename 01E , a 4-speed automatic transmission and a 5-speed automatic
transmission with tiptronic. The B5. The engine was discontinued in Unlike its predecessor, the
B6 Passat no longer shared its platform with Audi's equivalent model the Audi A4. Based on a
modified version of the Mk5 Golf's PQ35 platform PQ46 , the B6 featured a transverse rather
than longitudinal engine layout of its predecessor, like the previous B3 and B4 generations,
which were related to the A2 Golf platform. The added benefits of the PQ46 platform are
especially evident in its incredibly stiff torsional rigidity rating, which places it closer to a
generation Porsche than its own Golf stable-mate in terms of chassis stiffness. The
transverse-engine layout of the four-wheel drive version, marketed as 4motion , dictated a
switch from the Torsen centre differential of the B5, to the Haldex Traction multi-plate clutch.
The change to the Haldex system also changes the handling closer to a front-wheel drive car.
Compared to the Torsen, the Haldex can direct torque more unequally to the front wheels from
to front-to-rear bias , thus providing a wider bias range than the to of the B5 Passat. See the
Audi -related quattro four-wheel-drive system article for more information. Fuel Stratified
Injection is used in every petrol engined version of the Passat, ranging from 1. As of the model
year, the VR6 engine and 4motion option were no longer available in the US on the Passat
sedan and wagon, but are available on the Passat CC. In February , the 2. At the same time the
2. The common rail technology uses less fuel and is quieter in operation. This engine is part of
the wider Volkswagen Group policy for engine sharing. But this car is simply called Volkswagen
Variant in China, in order not to refer the name "Passat" or "Magotan". Engines offered in the
CC mirror those of the regular Passat, with options of the base 2. Two engine options are
provided: 1. Volkswagen facelifted the Passat CC in late for the year, with styling updates akin
to those of the larger Phaeton. For the updated model, Volkswagen has dropped the Passat
name for all markets, now matching the Volkswagen CC branding used since in North America.
Although designated "B7" by VW enthusiasts, the car is not an all-new model. The facelift
resulted in new external body panels except for the roof and glasshouse, with the prominent
changes to the grille and headlights. New features include Adaptive Chassis Control DCC ,
Dynamic Light Assist glare-free high beams , a fatigue detection system and an automatic " city
emergency braking " system. The interior featured minor detail changes from the B6, although
the basic dashboard design remained unchanged. In India, the B6 version is likely to be
replaced with the B7 version. The Passat was the best-selling model of Volkswagen Malaysia in
and The Passat Alltrack was aimed at competing with Subaru Outback , which created a new
market niche. The engine range of the Passat Alltrack consists of two 2. The two lesser powered
engine variants 2. The rest of the range with 4Motion has a 6 speed DSG automated manual
transmission, except the 2. The eighth generation model of the Passat was introduced in
November in Continental Europe and in January in the United Kingdom as a four-door saloon
and estate. Following other Volkswagen Group passenger vehicles such as the Volkswagen
Golf Mk7 , it is based on a stretched variant of the MQB platform , a modular automobile
construction platform designed for transverse, front-engined cars. To reduce weight,
lightweight materials such as aluminium and vacuum-formed steel have been utilised. The
engine line-up of the Passat B7 was re-introduced with this generation with slightly increased
power outputs, variable displacement for the 1. Volkswagen built 20 examples of a fuel-cell
Passat Lingyu in mid to be presented at the Beijing Olympics. The Passat branches off into two
models starting from , the one being the model marketed mainly in Europe and right-hand drive
markets, and in China as the Magotan, and the other called the Passat NMS that is built for the
North American and Chinese market. This model is more downscale compared to the European
Passat to achieve a lower price point in order to penetrate the mainstream mid-size sedan
market. In China, the new model is built by SAIC-Volkswagen in its Nanjing factory [15] and is
marketed as a more upscale model with some interior and exterior differences to the North
American model, such as wood-trimmed steering wheel, rear air vents, and LED accented
headlights. It was sold alongside models such as the long-wheelbase version of the European

Passat known as the Magotan and a B5 Passat-based Passat Lingyu. A new Passat for the North
American market was released in as a model. The Volkswagen Passat NMS was completely
redesigned except for the platform and powertrain featuring revised exterior styling, new wheel
and tire combinations. Every metal stamping in the exterior was replaced, except the roof
stamping. It is equipped with more standard safety and technology features, which include a
suite of standard driver assistance technologies, and a 6. The second generation is still
powered by a horsepower, 2. Despite the high resemblance between the Chinese and North
American Passats, they are completely different models based on different platforms. All
models are available with 7-speed DSG gearbox as standard. From Wikipedia, the free
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Full-size minivan. The Volkswagen Passat is a bit like the wise, elder statesman of the midsize
sedan class. Indeed, VW has been selling the current-generation Passat since the model year,
and every rival sedan has been redesigned in that time. Still, the Passat gets a lot right,
particularly for the things that most shoppers are looking for. True, this is a sedan to get if
you're not interested in flash and flare. With reserved but classy styling, the Passat has a pretty
timeless look to it. But it's a comfortable family shuttle thanks to its roomy backseat, big trunk
and easy-to-drive nature. Highway manners are excellent, too. It rides smoothly, the cabin keeps
out most of the wind and road noise, and the front seats should keep you comfy on a long road
trip. VW gives you a solid set of features for the money, too. The Passat shows its age in some
areas, however. Its fuel economy and infotainment systems, in particular, aren't as good as
what you'll find in rival sedans. For example, check out the Ford Fusion and the Honda Accord.
Both have powerful optional engines and are more fun to drive but are still quite comfortable
and fuel-efficient. We're also fond of the sporty-looking Mazda 6 and the well-rounded Hyundai

Sonata. Still, the Volkswagen Passat, grayed at the temples as it may be, is a likable choice,
particularly if comfort is a priority. Standard safety features for the Volkswagen Passat include
antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, a rearview camera, front side airbags and
front and rear side curtain airbags, and a forward collision mitigation system with automatic
braking. Optional safety features include blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert and a
lane departure warning system. VW's optional Car-Net telematics system includes automatic
crash notification, roadside assistance, remote vehicle access, stolen vehicle location, speed
alerts and geo-fencing which allows parents to set boundaries for teenage drivers. In
government crash testing, the Passat scored five out of five stars overall , with four stars for
front-impact protection and five for side-impact protection. In Edmunds brake testing, a Passat
3. However, a 1. The R-Line adds inch alloy wheels , heated side mirrors, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel with shift paddles , an eight-way power driver seat with four-way power lumbar
adjustment , heated front seats, imitation-leather upholstery, a 6. The SE adds the features from
the R-Line minus R-specific styling and the large wheels and further adds inch wheels, adaptive
cruise control, a sunroof, keyless entry and ignition, a sliding front armrest, rear air vents and
added Car-Net functionality. The SE's optional Technology package gets you inch wheels, LED
headlights and taillights, foglights, automatic wipers, a hands-free trunk opener with foot
sensor, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, front and rear parking sensors, remote ignition,
heated rear seats, a navigation system, an eight-speaker sound system and an upgraded
version of Car-Net. It includes the foglights and LED headlights and taillights. The Volkswagen
Passat is front-wheel-drive and is available with one of two engines: a turbocharged 1. The
four-cylinder is paired to a six-speed automatic transmission, and the V6 is mated to a
six-speed dual-clutch automatic known as DSG. All trim levels come standard with the
turbocharged four-cylinder, which is rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque. In Edmunds
performance testing, a Passat with this engine accelerated from zero to 60 mph in a relatively
quick 7. EPA fuel economy estimates for the 1. The 3. In Edmunds testing, a Passat with the 3.
Though both available engines in the Volkswagen Passat are worth considering, most people
will be satisfied with the standard 1. It's quick compared to rivals and offers decent fuel
economy. Unfortunately, the gas pedal's responsiveness is sluggish in the default setting. You
can switch to Sport mode, but then it feels too jumpy. Its transmission has delayed shift
responses, too, and it's a bit clunky with gear choice at slow speeds. Regardless of engine
choice, the Passat is quiet and comfortable around town and on the highway. Steering is
generally precise, but this isn't the car we'd recommend if you're looking for a sporty driving
experience. It's a bit more relaxed and reserved, which may or may not be your preference. One
of the most inviting parts of the Volkswagen Passat is its reserved yet classy interior. Cabin
materials are excellent, and the cabin layout is, as you'd expect from the German automaker,
logical and simple. Competition is stiff in the family sedan segment, but the Passat still retains a
vibe of simplicity and functionality that borders on luxurious. In contrast to that upscale interior
feel, though, are the infotainment screens. Neither the base unit nor the upgraded 6. Still,
they're easy to operate, and the robust suite of smartphone integration is certainly welcome. We
like the Passat's front seats, finding them properly bolstered and comfortable for almost any
driver. Legroom is generous in the backseat, which means a comfortable fit for most adults and
plenty of room for rear-facing child safety seats. The Passat is about tied with class leaders for
trunk space at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Passat. View
Photos. Write a review See all 6 reviews. After about 4 months of research and 1 step in the
Passat I knew this was the car for me. The VW Passat, in my opinion, is a totally different
experience than what you expect with other brands. The VW Passat is classy, solid and a true
drivers car. The 1. The controls are simple to use and everything feels like it's in the right place.
The steering wheel is comfortable and doesn't take a long time getting used to. I opted for the
lighting package, which takes this car to an Audi level. The 3 stage seat warmers are awesome
and the seats are pretty comfortable. I am a tall guy and I absolutely love the room in this car, I
just turned 26 and wanted to get an "adults" car since I will be owning this car in my 30's. I feel
very happy and confident in my decision to buy a new VW Passat. This car is surely to give me
many years of reliability and fun. I know VW may have had some issues and people have a bad
taste in thier mouth about VW, but I have owned 3 Hondas and it wasn't always as reliable as
the perception would lead you to believe. I take great care of my cars and only use dealers. I put
shell v power in my cars and do scheduled maintenance on time and still had issues with my
accord's. I believe with maintaing my VW as I should it will prove to be just as dependable. If
your considering Honda, Toyota, Nissan, etc.. One step in the VW will show you how a car
should be built. It was a no branienr. Read more. Read less. Simple, Elegance and Comfort.
Roomy, simple design inside and out , the quietness of the cabin, friendly user interface very
straight forward for all the controls , the backseat is really spacious with air vents and USB

charging ports , so as the trunk, the back seat is foldable to give an extra storage for more
items.. Though the gas mileage isn't the greatest compared to any mid-size sedan on the
market. Comes with all the safety features, the steering is smooth as well. The acceleration is
kind of odd. But overall, I like my VW Passat. Simple yet elegant design. Sweet riding and
driving car. Well put together. If you liked the Passat you will feel at home with the model. Not
many changes. The gas powered Passat doesn't have the torqued up feel of the diesel version.
The engine and transmission don't break speed down hill like the diesel version did.
Consequently, I anticipate that it will burn brakes faster than the earlier diesel versions. The
standard 4cyl. However, fuel economy is nowhere close to the earlier diesel versions. Unlike the
diesel versions that got great mileage all the time, mileage on the gas powered Passat tends to
run in two modes: low to mid 20s in town and mid to high 30s on the interstate. Not much in
between. However, I think 40 mpg is possible on a long trip if the gasoline powered car is driven
properly. My diesel TDI routinely got over 50 mpg on long trips. VW decided to reduce the
vertical opening of the front door entry way by about 1". That was a terrible mistake. It may
make the car look sportier but it makes it more difficult to get in and out of if you are 6'2" tall or
more. People don't buy a Passat to be sporty. No free maintenance program comes with this
car. It has a large back-up camera and blind spot warning sensors, etc.. Stereo system,
Bluetooth and other electronic app functions work great. Same huge trunk. Heated front seats.
AC system and controls have been enhanced. LED lighting package is a worthwhile option. I am
basically delighted with my Passat SE. I hope it will prove to be a versatile and maintenance free
car over time. Thought about it. Decided no. Worst thing was the lag on take-off. The gearing of
the transmission is really not right. The offered models make little sense. If you want the carplay
option you have to pay for a sunroof, too! Or get the R which is unavailable. Not to mention how
offensive the car sales process remains. Write a review. Overall rating. Sign Up. The
Volkswagen Passat is a bit like the wise, elder statesman of the midsize sedan class. Indeed,
VW has been selling the current-generation Passat since the model year, and every rival sedan
has been redesigned in that time. Still, the Passat gets a lot right, particularly for the things that
most shoppers are looking for. True, this is a sedan to get if you're not interested in flash and
flare. With reserved but classy styling, the Passat has a pretty timeless look to it. But it's a
comfortable family shuttle thanks to its roomy backseat, big trunk and easy-to-drive nature.
Highway manners are excellent, too. It rides smoothly, the cabin keeps out most of the wind and
road noise, and the front seats should keep you comfy on a long road trip. VW gives you a solid
set of features for the money, too. The Passat shows its age in some areas, however. Its fuel
economy and infotainment systems, in particular, aren't as good as what you'll find in rival
sedans. For example, check out the Ford Fusion and the Honda Accord. Both have powerful
optional engines and are more fun to drive but are still quite comfortable and fuel-efficient.
We're also fond of the sporty-looking Mazda 6 and the well-rounded Hyundai Sonata. Still, the
Volkswagen Passat, grayed at the temples as it may be, is a likable choice, particularly if
comfort is a priority. Standard safety features for the Volkswagen Passat include antilock disc
brakes, traction and stability control, a rearview camera, front side airbags and front and rear
side curtain airbags, and a forward collision mitigation system with automatic braking. Optional
safety features include blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert and a lane departure
warning system. VW's optional Car-Net telematics system includes automatic crash notification,
roadside assistance, remote vehicle access, stolen vehicle location, speed alerts and
geo-fencing which allows parents to set boundaries for teenage drivers. In government crash
testing, the Passat scored five out of five stars overall , with four stars for front-impact
protection and five for side-impact protection. In Edmunds brake testing, a Passat 3. However, a
1. The R-Line adds inch alloy wheels , heated side mirrors, a leather-wrapped steering wheel
with shift paddles , an eight-way power driver seat with four-way power lumbar adjustment ,
heated front seats, imitation-leather upholstery, a 6. The SE adds the features from the R-Line
minus R-specific styling and the large wheels and further adds inch wheels, adaptive cruise
control, a sunroof, keyless entry and ignition, a sliding front armrest, rear air vents and added
Car-Net functionality. The SE's optional Technology package gets you inch wheels, LED
headlights and taillights, foglights, automatic wipers, a hands-free trunk opener with foot
sensor, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, front and rear parking sensors, remote ignition,
heated rear seats, a navigation system, an eight-speaker sound system and an upgraded
version of Car-Net. It includes the foglights and LED headlights and taillights. The Volkswagen
Passat is front-wheel-drive and is available with one of two engines: a turbocharged 1. The
four-cylinder is paired to a six-speed automatic transmission, and the V6 is mated to a
six-speed dual-clutch automatic known as DSG. All trim levels come standard with the
turbocharged four-cylinder, which is rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque. In Edmunds
performance testing, a Passat with this engine accelerated from zero to 60 mph in a relatively

quick 7. EPA fuel economy estimates for the 1. The 3. In Edmunds testing, a Passat with the 3.
Though both available engines in the Volkswagen Passat are worth considering, most people
will be satisfied with the standard 1. It's quick compared to rivals and offers decent fuel
economy. Unfortunately, the gas pedal's responsiveness is sluggish in the default setting. You
can switch to Sport mode, but then it feels too jumpy. Its transmission has delayed shift
responses, too, and it's a bit clunky with gear choice at slow speeds. Regardless of engine
choice, the Passat is quiet and comfortable around town and on the highway. Steering is
generally precise, but this isn't the car we'd recommend if you're looking for a sporty driving
experience. It's a bit more relaxed and reserved, which may or may not be your preference. One
of the most inviting parts of the Volkswagen Passat is its reserved yet classy interior. Cabin
materials are excellent, and the cabin layout is, as you'd expect from the German automaker,
logical and simple. Competition is stiff in the family sedan segment, but the Passat still retains a
vibe of simplicity and functionality that borders on luxurious. In contrast to that upscale interior
feel, though, are the infotainment screens. Neither the base unit nor the upgraded 6. Still,
they're easy to operate, and the robust suite of smartphone integration is certainly welcome. We
like the Passat's front seats, finding them properly bolstered and comfortable for almost any
driver. Legroom is generous in the backseat, which means a comfortable fit for most adults and
plenty of room for rear-facing child safety seats. The Passat is about tied with class leaders for
trunk space at Available styles include R-Line 4dr Sedan 1. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Passat. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen
Passat lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Overall rating. Read more. Write a review See all 68 reviews. I'm pretty OCD and normally take a
long time and make careful decisions. Basically I rented or test drove all the main mid-sizers
except the Subaru Legacy. In terms of handling, the Passat is middling. It is a bit bouncy and
feels just a bit floaty at high speeds over 80 mph, which is normal speed on SoCal freeways
when not congested. In terms of comfort, however, by far the most comfortable was the Passat,
both for the front seats and especially the crazy large backseats. It also feels very airy and the
sight lines are very good except to the direct rear, where high back headrests intrude a little.
The little 1. It felt at least as powerful as the base engines in the other mid-sizers, and more
powerful than some. Yeah, its horsepower doesn't sound very impressive, but its lb ft of torque
is always there and gives really good oomph. I will check mpg when I've had it for longer. In
terms of technology and infotainment, I would say the Passat ranks pretty well, but is not the
best. The R-Line has the key safety features I was looking for: Wide angle rear camera, rear
cross-traffic alert, blind spot monitor, and forward collision alert with emergency braking. The
one feature it is missing which I wanted was adaptive cruise control - I would have needed to go
up to the SE With Technology for that I think Edmunds lists it in the normal SE, which seems to
be a rare error by Edmunds. One possible safety issue: The headlights aren't the best. I have
the halogens - the LED headlights are supposed to be a bit better, but mine doesn't have them. I
can see fine with the halogens, but they aren't very bright and some people might wish for more
brightness. In terms of looks, I would say the Passat is attractive from all angles, especially the
back and side, although I think looks are really a matter of personal taste. Trunk space is very
good - The main reason I chose the Passat was that, looked at as a whole package, I felt better
about it than any of the others. It just feels extremely easy to live with, and also feels like a
premium car but at a lower price than others on this list. There is nothing it doesn't do well, and
some things it does great did I mention the huge open airy comfortable cabin? Let me mention
it again. So I drove off with what I felt was the best car of the bunch, at the lowest price of the
bunch, what's not to like? It's too new to give any reliability impressions - I might do that after
I've had more time with the car. Read less. Passat R-Line best value midsize sedan you can buy.
I bought this car on Father's Day this year as a replacement for my family's 3rd car. The idea
was that my 3 high schoolers would use this car. However, as soon as my wife saw the car and
drove it, she claimed it as hers and passed her car down to the kids. The R-Line looks so much

better than any other trim. The front fascia is formidable. Especially our white R-Line with the
black and chrome trim. Add to that the standard 19" wheels and you've got yourself an
awesome looking car. Amazing, amazing, amazing. Best features: incredible gas mileage. When
driving by myself I get MPG in mostly suburban driving. Of course if you are a more aggressive
driver, I'm sure you can do much worse. The automatic transmission can be put in S-mode for
Sport and this really brings the car alive with much shorter shift cycles. The 19" low profile tires
give the car a very sporty feel with great grip. Of course this also means a slightly less
comfortable ride on bumpy roads. The back seat of this car offers leg room that is unheard of.
I'm 6'2" with long legs and I still have about 4" of space in front of my knees. Overall the cabin
space in this car is impressive. Standard on the R-Line is perforated faux leather, which is very
nice and easy to clean. Use your phone's map feature as your always up-to-date and free GPS,
listen to incoming texts and send out replies hands-free, totally voice activated. Heated seats
are standard, this is a feature I will not have to use here in the tropical climate in Southwest
Florida. Still nice to have for road trips up North. Great dual zone climate control, however, the
rear of the car only has vents under the front seats, not in the center console. Definitely a
negative. As a matter of fact, there basically is nothing in the rear center console, so also no
additional USB outlets. Another negative for sure. And just to reiterate, this car was built in
Volkswagen's brand new state-of-the-art plant in Chattanooga TN, not in Mexico after having
owned a few Mexico built VWs in the past, I will stay clear of those. I can still easily pick them
out on the road. They are the VWs with only one headlight working The build quality of the car
seems top notch. The hood and doors, trunk all fit very tightly. That's my bottom line. Update
after 10, miles: No problems to report, still very happy! No problems to report, still very happy! I
had been looking for a new car for months and was thinking Audi or Lexus. I preferred German
engineering over all else as I used to own a BMW i but decided to sell it before major repairs
became a common place situation. Took it for a test drive and fell in love. I don't know how the
specifications are so low on the engine, HP and ft lb torque when it feels like it pulls like a much
higher engine. Insane value. After the past few days I am in love. It's quiet, perky, handles
extremely well, fuel efficient and beautiful to look at and sit in. I think VW really has a winner
with this one. I look forward to owning this car for awhile. Simply best in its segment. Excellent
handling and brakes, awesome road experience, quality interior, great infotainment system,
catchy design I leased the R-Line model , and many more. Definitely recommend this car,
especially with current deals from Volkswagen. See all 68 reviews of the Used Volkswagen
Passat. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating.
Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating
out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Passat. Sign Up. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs
Equipment. Interior Front head room 38 " Rear head room 38 " Front shoulder room 57 " Rear
shoulder room 57 " Front leg room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length
Gross weight 4, lbs. Fuel Fuel ta
2005 dodge grand caravan alternator replacement
boat motor manuals download
toyota corolla 2012
nk capacity Torque rpm 1, Payload 1, lbs. Maximum towing capacity 1, lbs. Drive type
front-wheel Turning radius Total Cost to Own. See the cheapest Sedans to Own. Data provided
by. Research Another Vehicle. Viewing 1. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel
Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration

